Leave nothing but footprints!

Join industry’s pellets containment programme at www.opcleansweep.eu
No more pellets entering the oceans!

Part of marine litter consists of pellets used to produce articles for everyday life. Mixed with other debris they are at risk to be ingested by marine animals. Pellet loss prevention falls almost exclusively under the responsibility of all steps in the supply chain, like manufacturing, transporting and handling.

Our plastic industry’s ambition

- Prevent pellets entering the marine environment
- Avoid threat to fauna and flora
- Protect the environment, our industry and its products

A straight forward global programme

The 5 key actions to implement good practices
1. Make «zero pellet loss» your priority
2. Assess your company’s situation and needs
3. Make needed upgrades in facilities and equipment as appropriate
4. Raise employee awareness and create accountability
5. Follow up and enforce procedure

A programme towards Zero Pellet Loss

Designed for industry to prevent the loss of pellets into the environment, Operation Clean Sweep® (OCS) offers tools assisting each partner in the plastics industry, resin manufacturers, carriers and plastics processors with good handling practices and maintenance of industrial sites.

Sign Up to Operation Clean Sweep®

www.opcleansweep.eu
Company Pledge to Prevent Resin Pellet Loss

☐ Our company recognises the importance of preventing the loss of resin pellets into the environment and is committed to implementing the Operation Clean Sweep® programme.

We will be an OCS Programme Partner, strive towards "Zero Pellet Loss" and make changes to:

1. Improve our worksite(s) set-up to prevent and address spills,
2. Create and publish internal procedures to achieve «zero pellet loss» goals,
3. Provide employee training and accountability for spill prevention, containment, clean-up and disposal,
4. Audit our performance regularly,
5. Comply with all applicable local and national regulations governing pellet containment,
6. Encourage our partners (contractors, transporters, etc.) to pursue the same objectives,

Operation CleanSweep® is trademarked by SPI

Company Pledge to Prevent Resin Pellet Loss

Company name:
Address:

www.opcleansweep.eu

Your immediate benefits when signing the pledge

- inclusion in the Operation Clean Sweep® partners list,
- right to use the Operation Clean Sweep® logo in your communication,
- supporting tool-kit for employees and managers…
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